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to hear you, long to hear you, wide

mis - 4

I'm bound to go 'cross the wide

mis - 4

She-nan-dough, I love your daughter, A -

She-nan-dough, I took a no - tion, A -

She-nan-dough, I love your daughter, A -

She-nan-dough, I took a no - tion, A -
Way, away you rolling river, She-nan-doah,

Way A-way you rolling river, She-nan-doah,

Way you rolling river, O She-nan-doah, I love your

Way you rolling river, To sail across the stormy

Way you rolling river, O She-nan-doah, I love your

Way you rolling river, To sail across the stormy

Sail across, Away, 'Cross the wide Mississippi,

Away, away, I'm bound to go across the wide Mississippi

Daughter, Away, A-way, 'Cross the ocean, A-way Away, 'Cross the

Daughter, Away I'm bound to go across the wide Mississippi

Daughter, Away I'm bound to go across the wide Mississippi
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O She-nan-doah, cross the wide Missouri.

See you, away, bound to go cross the wide Missouri.

Years, away, I'm bound to go cross the wide Missouri.

O She-nan-doah, cross the wide Missouri.

Years, away, bound to go cross the wide Missouri.

O She-nan-doah, cross the wide Missouri.

Years, away, I'm bound to go cross the wide Missouri.
A way you rolling river
A way you rolling river

She-nan-doah, I long to hear you,
A way you rolling river

She-nan-doah, I long to hear you,
A way you rolling river

you rolling river, I long to hear you,
O She-nan-doah, I long to hear you,
A -
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long to hear you, wide Missouri.

long to hear you, away, wide Missouri.

way I'm bound to go 'Cross the wide Missouri.

way I'm bound to go 'Cross the wide Missouri.
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